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Real property
Compulsory acquisition of land
Entitlement to just
compensation - Acquisition of roads for purposes of airport - Public roads vested

in local council - Approaches to assessment of compensation - Relevance of past
council expenditure on the roads - whether compensation to be determined by
reference to market value at assumed sale following assumed road closures -

15 Relevance of value of the land to the acquiring authority - Relevance of council's
local income and expenditure - Effect of prohibition of sale of roads whilst public
roads.

At issue was the amount of compensation payable by the respondent, the
Commonwealth, to the applicant coundl for the compulsory acquisition of about
20

32 hectares of land vested in the council, consisting of public roads, for the purpose
of constructing the new airport at Badgery's Creek. The Commonwealth had initially

valued the land at $600,000 and had advanced $540,000 to the council. In these

proceedings the councilsought orders that compensation be assessed at $3,500,000,
while the Commonwealth contended that compensation could be assessed at nil and
sought repayment of the money advanced. Section 55(I) of the Lands Acquisition

25 Act 1989 (Cth) (the Act) required that just compensation be provided in respect of
the acquisition of an interest in land. Section 55(2) provided that in assessing the
amount of compensation, regard be 11ad to "all relevant matters" induding market
value as specified. Section 60 of the Act required changes in the value of the land

resulting from the purpose for which the interest was acquired to be disregarded
30 when compensation was assessed.
Five methods of assessing the amount of compensation payable were suggested at
the trial, two by the council and three by the Commonwealth. Those contended for
by the applicant council were based upon: (1) the present value of whatthe council
had expended on the roads over the years; and (2) an assumed sale of the land to
adjoining owners on the date of the acquisition, also assuming closure of the roads

35

at that time. Those contended for by the Commonwealth were based upon: (1) the

value of the resumed land to the Commonwealth, which owned alithe other land in

the subject area by the resumption day; (2) the relationship between the council's

local income and expenditure; and (3) the land being in alienable at resumption day,
with the result that it had no value because there was no market.
40

Held, assessing the compensation payable at $192,000:

!i) The applicant's first contention was riot accepted because it was wrong in

principle, as cost was not the same thing as value. The value of an interest that has
been compulsorily acquired will rarely equal the money expended by the resumee in
respect of the land.
45

(ii) The applicant's second contention was not accepted because it was incorrect
to assess compensation on the assumption that the roads were closed at the date of
acquisition. Although a valuer who assesses the value of a property by reference to

its market value must, contrary to the fact, assume a sale on the relevant day,

otherwise the valuer must take the facts as they really were.
50

(in) Therespondent'stirstcontentionwas not accepted because it was based upon
the assumption that the purchase would enable indusion of the land in the airport,
there being no other reason for a person who owned allthe other land in the area
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to acquirethe Toads. Section 60 of the Actrequired the at ort I

disregarded, with the result that this approach was impermissible.
(iv) The respondent's second contention was not accepted because the assess
of compensation could not be based upon a percentage loss of rate in . I

meaningless to compare the rate revenue derived by a council from a art f '

with the moneys it spends on roads in the area.

(v) The respondent's third contention was not accepted because althou h in rke

value was a useful tool in assessing compensation, it should not b H
dominate the process and force error. From time to time there will b

compensation cannot be satisfactorilydetermined by reference to market I ,

in those cases it is necessary to remember the principle expressed in s 550) o1 Ih

Act and to stand back from the market and consider the total financ' I If
acquisition on the resumee. If retention of the land offers even a

financial advantage, that prospectrepresents value to the owner and t b
into account in determining compensation.

SIebbi"g , Matop, dram Board of Work, (1870) LR 6 QB 37, distin wished.
Commonw, ,Ith ,Had, y (1952) 87 CLR 159, cousinered.

(vi) Although it was clear that the loss of the land did not cause the cou it n

namediate or certain finandal disadvantage, the council did lose one

financial return: that, one day, a part or parts of the roads would be closed, th I

sold, and the council receive the sale proceeds. Taking into account: th

hectare that would be realised; the proportion of the total road s st ' h'

area ever likely to be closed; and the discount to be made for time to el b
anysale proceeds would become a\, ajiable to the council, coin ensat' h I

assessed in the sum of $192,000.
Application

This was an application seeking compensation in the sum of $3,500,000

for the acquisition by the Coriumonwealth of certain land unde th L;
ACq"isitionA, t1989(Cth). ns
IPR Davison for the applicant.

RIBatritoi, QC and C, 4d@muon for the respondent.
Wilcox J. In form, this case is coriumonplace. It is a d ' f

compensation in respect of the compulsory acquisition of land, in th'
instance an acquisition effected by the respondent, the Coriumonw Ith

Australia, p"rs"ant to th^ Lands ACq, him" Art 1989 (Cth). The date f
acquisition was 17 July 1991, on which day the Minister for Adm' '

Services published a Declaration of Acquisition in the Co
G@zetie. The land was acquired for the purpose of constructin th

Badgery's Creek airport.

The unusual feature about the case is that the acquired land c

entirely of public roads. The land contained a total of 32,6316 hect

figureincluded8213squaremetreswithin an unmaderoadwhich f

valuers suggested was not vested in the applicant, Liverpool City Council.
The correctness of that suggestion was not explored at the trial; 't k

little difference to the result. It is common ground that, mumediat I
to the acquisition, the remainder of the land, aimost 32 ha, wasv t d '

councilpursuant to s 232 of the Local Govemment Act 1'919 (NSW). Th t

section has since been repealed. At the date of acquisition it read:
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j - 232(I)Except\\,
e\, erypublicroad,
soilthereof,hereotherwiseexpresslypro\,
and all materials of which the roadided,
is composed,
shall by \, irtueandthe
of this
Act \'est in fee-silliple in the council, and the council, if it so desire, shall by \, ITtue
of this Act be entitled to be registered as the proprietor of the road under the
5

pro\'isions of the Real Property Act 1900.

(2) The \, esting in fee-simple under this section shall be deemed to be not
merely as regards so much of the soil below and of the air above as may be
necessary for the ordinary use of the road as a Toad, but so as to confer on the

councilsubject to the provisions of this Act the same estate and rights in and with
respect to the site of the road as a private person \\ould have if he were entitled
10

to the site as private land held in fee-simple with full rights both as to the soil
below and to the air above.

(3) Unless othenvise expressly provided nothing in this section shall be deemed:

(a) to affect any express or implied dedication to the public;

(b) to affect any existing right of the Crown or of any person in respect of any
15

easement or under the provisions of any Act, except in so far as the council

is authorised by or under this Act to control and regulate the digging up of

public roads;

(c) to affect any right of the Crown or of any person in respect of any minerals
below the surface of any Toad;
20

(d) to authorise the council to grant, demise, dispose of, or alienate the road
or the soil or niaterials thereof;

(6) to impose on the council any liability in respect of any rate under any Act
or in respect of any dividing fence under the Dividing Fences Act 1951 or

25

any liability in any case where the council\\, ould not be subject to the
liability if this Act conferred on the council the care, control, and
management of the road and did not vest the road in fee-simple in the
council; or

(1) to prevent any land from being considered as adjoining within the meaning
of section 124 of the Public works Act 19/2.

(4) This section shall bind the Crown.
30

Having regard to its configuration, the land would not in any case be easy

to \, alue. But the difficulty is compounded by the nature of the applicant's
title. That factor has caused the parties' valuers to adopt fundamentally
different approaches to the assessment of compensation; leading the
applicant to argue that the court should value the acquired land at
35 $3,500,000 and the respondent to put a primary contention that it had 00
value whatever. Each party advances alternative methods of assessment;
benteen them they provide five different approaches. None of them is
satisfactory.
,,

40

rite proceedings
riseems that the Commonwealth initially valued the council's claim at tht

figure of $600,000. Ido not know how that sumwas computed. According t(
the terms of the amended defence, on 2 May 1992, the Coriumonwealtl
made an advance payment of compensation to the council in the sum c

45 $540,000 (being 90% of the Commonwealthvaluation:see s 85 of the Land
Acquisition Act) together with interest on that sum from resumption day t
the date of payment. The council thought it was entitled to more tha
$600,000. On 11 January 1993, it instituted this proceeding by filing a
application and statement of claim in which it sought an order th
50 compensation be assessed at $3,500,000. The Cornmonwealth filed
defence on 25 February 1993, contending that the compensation should I
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assessed at $600,000. On 23 September 1993, shortly before the hearing, the
Coriumonwealth filed an amended defence by which it contended that

compensation should be assessed as nil. The amended defence'contained a
cross-claim seeking an order that the councilrepay the whole of the advance
and interest.

Tile acquired land
It is unnecessary to state much detail about the acquired land. At

resumption day there were about a dozen differentroads within the area of
1770 ha in which the airportis to be located. Iwillcallthis area "the airport
area". One road, The Northern Road, is to be left open to the public. The
notice of acquisition did not include the land within this road. However, it
included anthe land within the other roads. The roads are typical rural
roads, with formed pavements but Do kerbing, guttering or footpaths. Most
of them are bitumen sealed. The condition of the bitumen varies from

excellent to poor. Some roads have gravel surfaces. Several roads are

comparatively short, giving access to only a few allotments. Some are
cul-de-sacs. Two roads, Badgery's Creek Road and Longleys Road, are
major local distributors.

The subject area was transferred to the City of Liverpoolfrom the Shire
of NGpean by the Local Government(Areas) Act1948 (NSW). The records
concerning the roads in the airport area now in the possession of Liverpool
City Council go back only to 1948. They apparently contain no evidence of

the dedication of anyof the subject roads, so the council assumes they were
all dedicated before 1948. 1'116 council has Do information as to the

circumstances of dedication, or whether any predecessor councilmade any
payment for any land included in the roads. The Badgery's Creek area has
been farmed for a very long time. It is reasonable to surmise that some,
perhaps most, of the subject roads were opened during the nineteenth
century. Having regard to the subdivision pattern in the airport area, it is
probable that some of the shorter roads were dedicated more recently by
subdividers. There is Do reason to assume any significant public expenditure
on acquisition of the land over which the roads were opened.
Neil Shickland, Manager Civil Works of the applicant, gave evidence
concerning the construction and maintenance costs incurred by the
applicant since 1948. It is no criticism of Mr Strickland to say that this
evidence is not very satisfactory. Mr Strickland has only recently joined the
council. In giving his evidence, he was entirely dependent on council's

records. The records are not complete. Moreover, they are not kept in a
foam that readily yields the desired information. Mr Strickland went

through council'sresolutions approving its workprograms in eachyearsince
1948 and isolated items referring to a road within the airport area. He
assumed that work had in fact been performed in accordance with the

approved program and that this work was properly characterised as
construction work, as: distinct from maintenance work. Both these

assumptions were questioned by counselfor the respondent. Moreover, as
Mr Strickland acknowledged, a problem emerged in relation to many items.

Some of the identified roads lay partly within the airport area and partly
outside. Only the parts within the ai;port area were acquired. The problem

is that the works programs do not distinguish between expenditure on the
. ._, J_ ,L ~ ":-A. * argo anfl InneP rillfci, IR It.
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Mr Strickland's initial assessment was that the historic c t

of the subject roads was $1,394,036. He used the Consumer Price I d

convertthe expenditure to 1993 values and obtained a figure of $3,566,962.

5

After considering criticismsofhisassessmentmadedur' th '
cross-examination, Mr Strickland produced a revised calcult'

showed an historic construction cost of $689,248 and a resent val
$2,247,896.

o

In relation to maintenance, Mr Shickland faced the diffic I h

10

15

councils records showed only its overall road maintenance ex e d'
eachyear. The expenditurewasnotbrokendownirito artsofth "
area. I\{r Strickland calculated that the length of the resumed d
14,525 kill and that this was 2,725% of the length of an seal d

councils area. He found that, during the period 1948 to 1993, cou it
$30,415,690 on road and bridge maintenance, unrecou ed f

maintenance and road traffic signs. I{e took 2,725% of this Ii
obtained $828,828 as the estimated amount of road mait

expenditure within the airport area. Once again using the Consume P '

Index, Mr Strickland calculated that the present value f h

20

expenditure is $57,956,479 and that 2.725% of that figure is $1,579,314.
rite stotw!o17prOvisio"s

25

Before going to the contentions puton behalfofthe parties, it is d b
to refer to the statutory provisions governing the assessment f h

compensation to which the applicant is entitled. Those rovisio

contained within Pt Vll of the Lands Acquisition Act, h d
Compensation for Compulsory Acquisition of Interests in Land"
Section 52 of the Lands Acquisition Act states that:

30

A person from whom an interest in land is acquired by coin ulso
entitled to be paid compensation by the Commonwealth in accordance ' h

Part in respect of the acquisition.

35

The section does not exclude a public body, such as a local authority, f o
entitlement to compensation. Counsel for the respondent concedes th t, '

principle, the applicant is entitled to be paid compensation; the uest'

how much (if any) compensation is appropriate.

Section 55 is important to the present case. It should be set out ' full.

The section opens with a statement of general principle, in subs (1), aria
40

directs attention, in subs (2), to particular matters that must be take{ into

account, to the extent of theirrelevance, in making the assessment re d

by,

,,,,,,,.

'

'

55(I) The amount of compensation to which a person is entitled under this Part

45

in respectofthe acquisition of an interest in land is such amountas, havin d
to all relevant matters, will justly compensate the person for the a uisitio .

(2) In assessing the amount of compensation to which the person is entitled,

regardshallbehadtoallrelevantmatters, induding. '
(a) except in a case to which paragraph (b) applies:

(1) the market value of the interest on the day of the acquisition;

50

(ii) the value, on the day of the acquisition, of any financial advantage,
additional to market value, to the person incidental to the erso '

ownership of the interest;
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(iii) any reduction in the market value of any other interest in land held

by the person that is caused by the severance by the acquisition of
the acquired interest from the other interest; and

(iv) where the acquisition has the effect of severing the acquired interest

from another interest, any increase or decrease in the market value

of the interest still held by the person resulting from the nature of,

or the carry. ing out of, the purpose for which the acquired interest

^'as acquired;

(by it:

co the interest acquired from the person did not previously exist as such
in relation to the land; and

(ii)the person's interest in the land was diminished, but not

extinguished, by the acquisition;
the loss suffered by the person because of the diminution of the erson's
interest in the land;

(c) any loss, injury or damage suffered, or expense reasonably incurred, by the

person that was, having regard to allrelevant considerations, in duding an
circumstances peculiar to the person, suffered or incurred by the person as
a direct, natural and reasonable consequence of:
(i) the acquisition of the interest; or

(ii) the making or giving of the pre-acquisition declaration or certificate

under section 24 in relation to the acquisition of the interest;
other than any such loss, injury, damage or expense in respect of which
compensation is payable under Part vin;

(d) if the interest is limited as to time or may be terminated by another person

- the likelihood of the continuation or renewal of the interest and the
likely terms and conditions on which any continuation or renewal would be

granted;

(e) any legal or other professional costs reasonably incurred by the person in

relation to the acquisition, induding the costs of
(i) obtaining advice in relation to the acquisition, the entitlement of the
person to compensation or the amount of compensation; and

(ii) executing, producing or surrendering such documents, and making

out and providing such abstracts and attested copies, as the
Secretary to the Attorney-General's Department or a person
authorised under subsection SSE(4) of the Judiciary Act 1903

requires.

Section 56 defines the term "market value" as:

... the amount that would have been paid for the interest if it had been sold at
that time by a wUling but not annous seller to a willing but not anxious bu er.

Section 60 contains a list of matters that must be disregarded in assessin
compensation. They trialude:

(c) any increase or decrease in the value of the land caused by the carrying out
of, or the proposal to carry out, the purpose for which the interest was
acquired;

So, in detennining the subject claim, the court must disregard

alteration in value caused by the proposed airport.

any

Finally, s 93 coriumands the court to ensure that the acquisition is on 'ust

ternis:

93. In any case where the Federal Court, or the High Court exercisin

,..-:"":"+;rin ,, nap, coffinn 75 of the Constitution, is of the opinion that Ih
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application of any of the provisions of this Act would result in an acquisition

having been made others'ise than on just terms, the Federal Court, or the Hi h
Court, may determine such compensation or make such order (whether a ainst
the Commonwealth or against another person) as, in its opinion, is necessa to
5

ensure that the acquisition is on just terms.

rite app!Itdrills'. first contention: assessment by r<forence to council!s' e:97e"dimre
As mentioned, the applicant puts its case in alternative ways. One

approach is based upon the council's expenditure on the resumed Loads
10

over the years, it being said that any assessment offair compensation would
ensure that councilis repaid the present value of what it has expended.
Counselputs the same argument in another way by saying that it could not

be supposed that the council, as a willing but not anxious vendor of the
15

resumed land, would be willing to sen it for less than it had expended.
Ido notthink this approach can be accepted. It is wrong in principle. Cost
is notthe same thing as value. A resumee is entitled to be compensated for

the value to hillyher of the interest that has been compulsorily acquired.

20

That value will rarely equal the money expended by the resumee in res ect
of the land. The relationship between the present value of the an uisition
cost and land value at resumption day depends, first, on a comparison

between the actual(historic) acquisition cost and the true value of the land
at that time and, secondly, on the variations that have occurred in land

values since acquisition and those that have occurred in whatever index, like
the Consumer Price Index, is used to calculate the present value of the
25

acquisition cost. The relationship is fortuitous and irrelevant to the task in

hand - the acquiring authority is bound to pay compensation assessed by

reference to the value of the land on the day of acquisition, whatever the
relationship between this figure and the historic acquisition cost or its

30

35

present value. Because of population gro\vth and inflation, the historic cost
of acquisition will ordinarily be less than the value of the land at the date of
acquisition. But the principle applies equally to the less common situation
of the value of the land dropping below its acquisition cost.
If acquisition cost is irrelevant, it is even more erroneous to take into
account maintenance expenditure. Landowners undertake maintenance
expenditure in order to maximise use and enjoyment of their land durino

the period of their ownership and to retain its capital value. Because
maintenance costs are recurring items, like rates and taxes, it would be
40

absurd to indude those costs in an assessment of the capital value of the
land. It would be even more absurd to do so without allowing for the
benefits of that expenditure over the period of ownership and its
diminishing effect over time. The point is illustrated by the present case.

The applicant seeks to have the court take into account road maintenance
45

expenditure over a period of 45 years, without making any arrowance forthe
facts that Liverpool rate-payers, and other road-users, have enjoyed the

benefit of that expenditure during that time and that the benefit of the earl
expenditure must have long disappeared.

Although construction costs, strictly so called, may properly be re arded

50

as capital costs, the same difficulty arises in relation to them. Some of these
costs were incurred many years ago. The constructed items must have

depreciated. It is anomalous to adjustthe historic cost upwards, to allow for
inflation, without also adjusting downwards to allow for depreciation.
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Finally, in relation to counsel's alternative way of puttin this a
the proposition assumes an ability to senthe roads at resum tion d . F '

reasons that I will develop, this assumption is invalid.

Tile OPPl^^antts. second contention: assuringdpurch@se by adbini
The other basis of assessment argued on behalf of the a I'

from avaluation reportwritten by FrankEgan, an ex erienced I
valuer. This basisvaluestheresumed land at $3,500,000. MrE a I '

that he felt bound to assume a sale of the subjectland on 17 I I 19 ,

reason being the definition of "market value" in s 56 of th A '

observed that "(00r the land to be sold, the roadways have to be assu' d

to be closed". NewsouthWaleslawpennitstheclosureof bl' ,
subjecttocompliancewithspecifiedprocedures. At the dateofre '

the relevant provisions were contained in Pt 4 of the Crown d O '

Roads Act 1990 (NSW), to which Iwillretum. Mr Egan said that, be :

of s 60 of the Lands Acquisition Act, he had disre arded th

airport and assumed the highest and best use of the ad'oinin I d '
currently utilised; to small to medium sized rural holdin s, a

cottages, schools etc". Mr Egan argued that it followed from the

that, at therelevantdate, the subjectroadswereclosed, that the I
Do vehicular access then available to a sioniticant portion of the d' ' '

land. He called that the "landlocked" area. It is bounded o th

o ry p s^q yaccessibleby, but onlyby, resumed roads. As

be vehicular access to the remainder of the adjoinin land, off El' b

Drive, which runs east-west along the northern border of the

orTbeNortbemRoad. However, in order to takeadvanta e fth :

the landowners would need to combine their allotments and re- bd' ' '

They would then run into the difficulty that the currentirimimum I t ' "
the area is 40 ha. Mr Egan pointed out that, if this standard h d
complied with, "aimost all existing lots in this area would h
amalgamated; thus reducing their value".
Mr Egan thoughtthat:

Realistically, the onlyviablepurchaseroftheroadsarethead'oinin .'

this case the FAC IFederalAirports Corporationl, as they ownin
all of the ad'ac;nt
land.
He said he considered the value of the landlocked land "red d
access can be provided", to be over $18 million. The value of th I

accessible off The Northern Road and Elmabeth Drive
$34million. HGSaid: east
A willing but not anxious buyer" of the subjectland would have f in kri
of the need to ensure access to all of its holdings. Further, it would be
is a limited market for the subject land. Conversely "a willin but
seller would have full knowledge of the adjoining owners' need to

subjectland in order to safeguard an investment of many millions ofd in
a seller would also be aware of the cost of purchasing simnarre lace I

closeproximityiftheneedarose. n

It is our opinion the total market value of the properties that are landl k d,

per Item I above, as at 17 July 1991, would be to the order of at least $18.00 '

The total market value of the properties, as per Item 2 above, as t 171' '
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realising he is the only viable purchaser of the subject properties, would be
prepared to pay only 10% of the value of the landlocked properties and 5% of the

value of the remaining properties to ensure their continued viability. This
represents a total purchase price of $3,500,000.
5

10

As a check on this assessment, Mr Egan considered the per hectarevalue
of land in the area. He said that, although there were some Iaroerlots within
the proposed airport site, the predominate lot size was 2 ha. He referred to

some sales of 2 ha lots that he thought indicated a value at resumption day
of about $100,000 per hectare. He applied that rate to the area of the
resumed land (32.25 ba) and reached a figure of $3,250,000.
The figure formally adopted by Mr Egan was $3,500,000, based on his
primary assessment of value.

Mr Egan's approach was heavily criticised, both by the valuer who gave
15 evidence on behalfof the respondent, Charles Woodley, and by counselfor

the respondent. A major objection to the figure of $3,500,000 is that it
depends directly upon two arbitrarily-adopted percentages: 10% and 5%.
Whythese figures, rather than greater orless percentages? In particular, on
the assumptions made by Mr Egan, why would the hypothetical vendor not
20 exact from the hypothetical purchasers, the adjoining landowners, full
"ransom value"; that is, the price that they would agree to pay sooner than
lose the ability to use or sen their land. This price would be well above 5%
or 10%. Particularly in the case of the landlocked land, it would have to be

close to the full value of the adjoining land. Mr Egan was unwilling to go
25 that far. No doubt he realised that the effect of that aroument would be to

require the Coriumonwealth to pay twice for the land in the airport area. I
can understand his reticence, but there is Do logic in his decision to stop

where he did.

However, there is a more fundamental objection to Mr Egan's approach.
30 It is incorrect to assess compensation on the assumption that the roads were
dosed at the date of acquisition. They were not. A valuer who assesses the

value of a property by reference to its market value must, contrary to the
fact, assume a sale on the relevant day; but otherwise the valuer takes the

facts as they really were. A valuer is no more entitled to assume a change

35 in the status of land, to make it saleable, than belshe would be entitled to
assume a more favourable zoriing, location or market situation. Ifthe status

of the land precludes the possibility of sale on the relevant day, value may
have to be assessed in some other way, rather than by reference to market
value.
40

Ifjustification for the principles just expressed is necessary, it is provided
by the present facts. At the relevant day, the date of resumption, s 276 of the
Local Government Act provided that a public road, other than a temporary
road, could be closed permanently only in accordance with Pt 4 of the
Crown and Other Roads Act. That Part provides a procedure whereby any
45 person may apply to the Thinister (of Lands) to close a road: s 43(I). The
minister may refuse an application for any apparently appropriate reason:
s 43(8). If the minister proposes to consider closing the road, the minister
must publish a Gazette notice particularising the proposa! and inviting the
10dgment of objections at the othce of the Department of Lands: s 44(I).
50 Themmister must publish an advertisement drawing attention to the notice
in a local newspaper and cause service of a copyofthe notice on the owner
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of each "major interest" in any land having frontage to the road To OSed

for closure: s 44(2). Only after that procedure has been undertaken, may the
ministerclosetheroad:s45(I). '
When those provisions are considered, the artificiality of Mr E an's
assumption becomes apparent. Having regard to the nature and scale of
development in the airport area and the existing road pattern, it ina b
dogmatically asserted that, absent a major development proposal, it would
be unthinkable simultaneously to close all the roads the sub'ect of th
acquisition. The airport proposal must be disregarded. There was no other
major development proposal. Consequently, the assumption of road closure
must be examined on the basis of a continuation of present land uses. If
somebody had applied to close anthese roads, aimost certainly the minist
would have rejected the application immediately. If he had decided t
consider the proposal, he would have needed to give notice to each

landowner whose property fronted an affected road. This means virtually all

owners within the airport area. The recipients would have felt outra ed.
PoliticaUy, it would have been impossible for any, minister to roceed t

closure.

I accept that, ifvalue is to be assessed by reference to market value, it is

necessary to assume a sale; even though Do sale took place on the relevant

day. Otherwise, the facts should be taken as they are. There are enou h

complexities and artificialities in the assessment of value without includ'
an assumption about the happening of another event, that did not ha en

and would never have happened. By reason of the assumption on which it
is based, Mr Egan's pmary approacli must be rejected.
Ivlr Egan's check value of $3,250,000, calculated by applving a rate of

$100,000 per hectare to 32.5 ha, suffers from the same objection. This check

also assumes that the land was sold at the relevant day, stripped of its statu

as public roads; in other words, that the roads were closed.

I cannot accept any of the bases of valuation advanced on behalf of the

applicant.

rite respondent!sitrst contentions: value 10 the Comumnwe"fth

The respondent's valuer, Mr Woodley, rejected a "market value"
approach. He said that the requirement that the roads be used as ubl'c
roads meantthatthey had no market value;the council could not sellthem.

Mr woodley considered two other approaches. First, he noted that, b

resumption day, the Commonwealth owned anthe other land in the sub'ect
area. He asked himself what was the value of the resumed land to th

Coriumonwealth and said that:

Having regard to limited evidence of market value for large holdin s with
non-urban zoriing the land value determined on this approach could not exceed

$10,000 per hectare.

On this basis, the land would have a total value of about $320,000.
The problem about this approach is its underlying assumption. I a ree

that it is always legitimate to regard the acquiring authority as a potential

purchaser. So the Commonwealth should not be excluded fro
consideration. And, by resumption day, the Coriumonwealth owned anthe

adjoining land. If the roads had value to the Cornnionwealth, as an owne
of non-urban land rather than an airport authority, it would be proper to
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take that\, alue into account. Circumstances can be imagined in which the
roads \\, ould have such a value; for example, because their incorporation

into the adjoinin0 1101dings facilitated a re-subdivision or major new
de\, 610pment of those holdings, other than for an airport. If those
5

circumstances had applied, the council might have contracted to apply to
the minister for closure and transfer to the Commonwealth. However, those

circumstances do not exist in this case. So far as the evidence indicates,
apart from the airport proposal, there has never been a suggestion of a
major new development on the adjoining land or for a more remunerative
10 form of use than the existing Ink of small farms and rural residences.

Absent the airport proposal, there would be Do reason for a person who
owned anthe other land in the area also to acquire the roads. Man
allotments are already sinaUer than the minimum size allowable in new
15

subdivisions. Mr woodleyacknowledged these matters. His assumption that
the Coriumonwealth would be prepared to pay $10,000 per hectare was
based on the factthatthe purchase would enable indusion of the land tilthe
airport. Buts 60 requires that the airport proposal be disregarded. It follows
that it is imperntissible to value the land upon the basis of its value to the
Coriumonwealth.

20

7he respondent!s' second contention: council!s income and expenditure
Mr \\'o0dley's second approach was to look at the council's local income

and expenditure. That approach was complicated by the factthat, after the
date of resumption, the Commonwealth and the council made an

25 agreement whereby the Coriumonwealth agreed to make payments to the
council in lieu of rates and, in return, the council agreed to maintain some
of the resumed roads in accordance with an agreed prooram. The

agreement wasintended to operate only temporarily, untilallthe properties

that the Coriumonwealth had acquired ceased to be occupied by theirfonner
30 owners or other private tenants. On the basis that this agreement should be

entirely disregarded, Mr woodley initially calculated that the resumption of
the roads resulted in a net annual loss to the council of $50,000, and that

this figure ought to be capitalised at $480,000. Paragraphs 23-25 of
Mr Woodiers first affidavit show his calculations:
35
23. Estimated 1991annualrateincome

with public road access

$500,000

Estimated 1991 annual rate income

without public road access
40

Estimated annual loss

$300,000
$200,000

Deduct annual savings
in road maintenance costs
Net annuallOSs

45

$150,000

$50,000

24. This loss would continue until rezoning for redevelopment and if a 10 year

deferral is adopted the average annual loss is estimated to approximate $75,000.

25. On the basis of these estimates the payment required to adequately

.
50

compensate the Council for the net annual loss of rates would be the present

value of $75,000 per annum for 10 years allowing an average annual earning rate
of 9% (factor 6.4) to $480,000.

MrWoodleylaterdiscovered that he had overestimated the council'srate

income from the subject area. If the land in the airport area had all been
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privately owned in 1992, it would have yielded the council $231,815 in rates.
If that income was reduced by 40% because public road access was no
longer available, as Mr Woodley previously assumed, the loss to revenue
would be $92,726. But that figure is less than the amount that the council

spent each year on the resumed roads. Accordingly, Mr \\/o0dley argued,
the loss of the roads improved the council's financial position, rather than
the contrary.

This approach, also, is open to serious criticism. Understandably,

Mr Woodley was not alle to refer to any niaterialjustifying his estimate

that, ifthe adjoining land lost public road access, its value, and therefore the
council's rate income from that land, would decline by 40%. ItsGems to me
that this estimate is much too low. As Mr Egan's analysis demonstrates, the
closure of the resumed roads would have a catastrophic effect on land
values within the airport area, considering that land as non-urban land
unaffected by an airport proposal. If I had to make a judgment about the
matter, Iwould double Mr Woodley's figure of 40%. On this basis, the lost
revenue would slightly exceed the annual road expenditure.

However, in my opinion, it does not matter\\, hatisthe correct percentage
loss of rate income. The assessment of compensation cannot be approached
in this way. It is meaningless to compare the rate revenue derived by a
council from a part of its area with the mone}, s it spends on roads in the
area. Councils receive road funds from a variety of sources, includino State

(and even Federal) Government grants. The relationship between needs

and funding was not investigated at the hearing, but it is reasonable to
suppose that there is some such relationship and that a reduction in the
length of a council's public road system Thight lead to a reduction in its

government grants, Moreover, roads are only one of the services, financed

from rates, that councils provide to residents. It is wrong to appropriate all

the council's rate income from the airport area to the provision of roads.

The factors I have mentioned bear in opposite directions. They are not
intended to indicate the proper result; but merely to make the pointthatit
is incorrect to approach the matter in this way.

I\Ir Woodleywent on to consider the annual loss sustained by the council,

taking into account the terms of its agreement with the Commonwealth.

Once again, he had to adjust his initial figures. Having done that, he
calculated an effective annual loss of $49,000. He capitalised this at

$384,000 and adopted that figure as his assessment of the compensation
properly payable to the applicant.

This last exercise has anthe defects of its predecessor, with the addition

that it is wrong in principle to take into accountthe terms of the agreement.
The council's claim for compensation crystallised on resumption da . In

the words of s 55(I) of the Act, on that day the council became entitled to
such an amount of compensation as would justly compensate it for the

acquisition. That entitlement having arisen on resumption day, its quantum

could not be affected by a subsequent event such as the agreement on
maintenance. Iacceptthat evidence of post-resumption eventsissometimes

admissible; for example, a sale made shortly after a resumption daymay cast
light on the level of the market on that day. But such evidence only assists

the court to guantify the entitlement that crystallised on resumption day. It

is different in kind from evidence of a new event that occurred after

resumDtion day and, if taken into account, would change the claimant's
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entitlement. This point will be obvious if Iillustrate it by referring tc
unusual event such as an unexpected rezoning of the resumed land.

o

applies equally to the making of an agreement regarding the future

5

maintenance of the land or payments to be made in connection the
In the result, I find myself unpersuaded by any of Mr \VC
approaches.

The respondent!s third contention: no Innrket, ito ruine
10

The preferred position of the respondent is that the applicant is to no compensation, or at best a nominal figure. Counsel point
principle that compensation must be assessed by reference to the ,
the land to the owner, notits value to the acquiring authority. They
the line of authority that indudes such well known cases as SII

Matop, !iron Boo, d of Work, (1870) LR 6 QB 37; R, Luc@s and Ch,
15

G"s and Water Bo@, d [1909] I KB 16; Ced", s fopids Mon"form
P, we, Co , L"cost, 1/9/41 AC 569; and Coni, v MOOD, ,mad 11'
1056.

Counselsay that, in this case, the land was inanenable at resump

see s 232(3)(d) of the Local Government Act. As a result, it had :

20

They mention the facts of Stebbing, where a Divisional Court belc
not entitled to compensation in respect of the compulsory acqu

part or allofthree graveyards vested in him. The reason was that I
power to alienate the land. Counsel place particular stress on the
of the Judicial Committtee of the Privy Councilin an Indian case, A

25

Nath Mirrorv Saran, y of Storejb, Indr" (1897) LR lad App 177. ,
claim for compensation arising out of the compulsory acquisitioi

strips of land. Each strip comprised part of a public road, buttbe
held that the plaintiffs had title to the subsoil of t\\, o strips anc

compensation for their acquisition. The High Court in Bengalse'
30

award on two grounds: the plaintiffs had not established their titl

had not proved that the land had a separate market value. n
Coinimttee amruled the High Court's decision. Their Lordship

the High Court was"so clearly right on the question of value tha'
not enter into the matter of title. They went on, at 182:
35

40

The land was taken for a public purpose under the provisions ^

Acquisition Act, 1870, and the plaintiffs' right is not to recover the
claim compensation for it. By ss 13 and 24.1he marketvalue of the Ian
of awarding compensation is to be taken into consideration. It is n
that there is any market value of these lands as roadways. Mr Grabai
when the compensation was awarded in this case the roads had bee
and therefore the subordinate judge Tightly valued the land

absolutely to the plaintiffs, free from the burden of the Toads and cal
used for any purpose. In their Lordships opinion that woul^

45

unreasonable construction of the Act. There is an express provisio
the assessor shall not take into consideration any increase to the val

acquired likely to accrue from the use to which it will be put. That
time when the land is acquired as the time for ascertaini

Independently of that provision, it would lead to very strange a
results if changes in the condition of the land between the time whe
and the actual conclusion of the award were to increase or to lesser

50

time of awarding compensation must be construed as meanin.
compensation - the time at which the right to compensation atI
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time these plots of land were roadways; and the plaintiffs are claiming for a
supposed loss of value which had no existence when the ownership o11he land was
changed.

In response to this argument, counsel for the applicant referred to the

decision of the High Court of Australia in Commonif, ealth VHFk!ay (1952) 87

CLR 159. The issue in that case was the basis upon which compensation

should be assessed where sales of land were subject to war-time price
controls. The trial judge, Webb I, held that, at the date of resumption, the
Coriumonwealth Treasury would not have approved a sale of the land at a

price exceeding $3400, butthis price would not have represented the land's
true value. He thoughtthat, immediately upon the removal of controls, the
land would have sold for f4100 and, six months later, it would have been

worth f4550. Webb I thought the owner would have anticipated this rise
and, at resumption date, would have elected to retain the land rather than

sellit at the controlled price. He based his assessment on the figure off4550

but deducted f200 because of the delay that would occur before that price
became available. The Commonwealth appealed against this decision,

arguing that Webb J erred in principle in assessing compensation at a figure
higher than Treasury was likely to allow. The Full Court (Dixon CJ,

Williams and Kitto IJ) disagreed. They pointed out that the assumption
underlying an assessment of market value, a sale betsveen a wining but not
anxious vendor and a willing but not anxious purchaser, presupposed that a
vendor could ask any price that it would be reasonable to expect the

purchaser to pay. That price would normally exceed that fixed by a price

controUer;ifit were not so, there would be Do need for price control. So an
owner, though otherwise wilting to sell, injobt elect to wait, in the hope that
price regulation would terminate. As the task of the court was to assess

compensation based on the value of the land to the owner, this possibility

must be taken into account. At 174 their Honours said:

In the case of goods produced during a period of price control for immediate
sale and consumption the fixed price might wellprovide fair compensation. Much
would depend upon how the price was fixed and whether this price was a fair and

reasonable price having regard to the costs of production and the margin of profit
allowed in the light of the general control of the problem of inflation. Such goods,
especially perishable goods, might have Do retention value and no value to the

owner except what he could then presently obtain. Butthe Lands Acquisition Act
is dealing with compensation for the compulsory acquisition of land. It is an Act
designed to providejusttenns for the acquisition at alltimes whether Australia be

at peace or war. Land is a penmanent asset and it has a value capable of surviving
temporary controls and financial strains and stresses that occur during hostilities.

The facts of, 4rk!@y are remote from those of the present case. On 17 July

1991, the present applicant was not faced with a system of price control or
a temporary restriction on its power to alienate the land. It was faced with
a total prohibition that would Gnure indefinitely, unless the law was

changed. It was most unlikely that the law would be changed in such a way

as to permit local authorities to alienate public Toads. The constraint on
Liverpool City Council's ability to exploit the commercial potential of its
land was considerably greater than that faced by Ms fukiay.
None the less, Ark!@y is helpful in resolving the present case. The
legislation under whichAr%Jaywas decided, the Lands Acquisition Act 1906,

contained Do equivalent ofs 55(I) of the 1989 Act. Yetthe decision applied
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an aspect of the principle that came to be expressed in that subsection. That
expression is in wider ternis than anything said in Ark!ay and is framed as a
fundamental principle. It is important that everybody concerned with the
assessment of compensation bear the principle in mind. Market value is a
5

very useful tool in assessing compensation. In the majority of cases, it win

provide the surest guidance. Butthe concept must be kept as a tool. It must
not be allowed to dominate the process of asscssment, forcing error; for
example, the making of a complementary but unwarranted assumption, as
in Mr Egan's evidence, or the entire rejection of compensation sim I

10

because the resumee had Do capacity to sell, as in the submissions of
counsel for the respondent. From time to time there will be cases where

compensation cannot satisfactorily be determined by reference to market

value. In those cases it is necessary to remember the principle expressed in

s 55(I), and stand back from the market and consider the total financial
15 effects of the acquisition on the resumee.

Secondly, Arklay illustrates the positive aspect of the concept called
"value to the owner", as distinct from the negative aspect emphasised in the

line of cases cited by the respondent's counsel. ,47klay shows that "value to
the owner" may exceed the price available to the owner, even from a willin
20 but not anxious purchaser, on resumption date. Of course, if there was no
prospect whatever, on resumption day, of the owner being able to senthe

land (as in Stebbing), and the owner will not suffer any loss of income or

other financial disadvantage in parting with tile land, the land will have Do
value to the owner. However, if the retention of the land offers e\, en a

25 prospect of later financial advantage, that prospect represents value to the

owner. The prospect must be taken into account in determining the
appropriate compensation.

My assessment of compelis@lion

30 It is clear thatthe resumed land was riotsaleable on resumption day, that

the council earned Do income from the land, and that its loss did not cause

35

the councilanyirnmediate or certain financial disadvantage, However, there
was one prospect of financial return which the councillost on resumption:
the possibitity that, one day, a part or parts of the roadswould be closed, the
land sold and the council receive the sale proceeds.

Section 276 of the Local Government Act, as it stood at resumption da ,

provided that if a public road vested in a councilis closed in accordance

with Pt 4 of the Crown and Other Roads Act and the fee simple in an art

of the land is subsequently disposed of under that Act or the Crown Lands
40 Acts by way of sale "the councilis entitled to any of the proceeds that

remain after deducting the costs of carrying out the sale". The subject
resumption deprived the council of the chance of ever receiving the

45

proceeds of sale of any part of the resumed land. In accordance with the
principle embodied in the notion of "value to the owner" the councilis
entitled to be compensated for the loss of this chance.

It is very difficult to assess what amountis appropriate to compensate the
council for the loss of the chance. Logically, the assessment involves three
elements; all to be considered on the basis that there was no air ort
proposal and no road resumption but, otherwise, on the basis of the facts
50

existing on 17 July 1991. The three elements are: the rate per hectare that
would be realised if land within a closed road was sold; the pro ortion of
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the total road system within the area e\, er likely to be closed and the

discount to be made because of the time that must elapse before any sale
proceeds would become available to the council. In the present case Ithink

the third factor may be put to one side. The resumed land is located in a

developing area whose property values were increasing at a greater rate
than the inflation rate. Having regard to the situation of the land and the

rapid increase in the population of western Sydney, it is reasonable to

assume a continuation of this trend, in the absence of the airport. The
greater the period before the roads were closed, and the land sold, the
greater the likely real value of the land at that time. It is sensible to offset
deferment against rising realvalue.
Returning to the firsttwo factors I have mentioned, the firstis the easier

to assess. The relevant prospectis of one or more strips of road being, one
day, closed and the land sold to an mumediately adjoining owner. The

valuers agree that, in this area, values per hectare vary considerably,
depending on lot size. The valuers used sales evidence to determine Intel

values per hectare, at resumption date, for land in three categories: 2 ha

lots, 10 ha lots and 40 ha lots. On Mr Egan's analysis, 2 ha lots wereyieldiri

about $100,000per hectare. MrWoodley thoughtthe range for2ha lotswas
$85,000 to $90,000 per hectare. The valuers agreed that 10 ha lots sold for

about $30,000 to $35,000 per hectare. Mr Egan thoughtthe range for 40 ha
lots was between $25,000 and $30,000 per hectare. Mr Woodley selected

slightly lower figures, $20,000 to $25,000.
As the prospect is of one or more sales of a section of road to an

jinmediately adjoining landowner, the most relevant figures are those
relating to smaller holdings. The area of land sold to any one purchaser
would be likely to be small. On the other hand, there is a premium element
in the price of 2 ha lots; the purchase of such a lot enables the purchaser to

erect a house. Although the acquisition of part of an adjoining road might

add to the amenities of a property, assuming that alternative access was
available or procured, that acquisition would not enable the purchaser to
erect a second house or subdivide the land. I think the selected rate er

hectare should be greater than the agreed 10 ha rate ($30,000-35,000) but

below the rate available for 2 ha lots. It would be reasonable, I think, to
work on the basis that closed road land would fetch an average of $60,000
per hectare.

The more difficulttask is to determine how much (ifany) of the resumed

roads would ever have been closed, in the absence of an airport proposal.
I think very little. I have not calculated the areas of land within each road,

but it is obvious that a large part of the total 32 ha is contained within the

major distribution roads. It is difficult to imagine circumstances, absent the
,

.

..
..

,.

I"
,.
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airport, that would have led to their closure. Is uppose there was always a

chance of a developer, public or private, proposing a major development for
which it was prepared to consolidate a large site and incur the cost of

purchasing many houses and house sites. The existence of the possibility is
demonstrated by the fact that the Coriumonwealth decided to take that

course in connection with the airport. But realism suggeststhatthe pros ect

was remote.

However, not alithe resumed roads are major distributors. As previousl

mentioned, a number of roads serve only a few properties. Some are

cul-de-sacs. At resumption day there existed a somewhat greater prospect
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that, sometime in the future, one or more of these roads might be closeo
and the land sold to the adjoining owner or owners; perhaps in con'uriction
with a new development requiring an aggregation of some allotments,

perhaps as part of a consolidation and re-subdivision of land. It must be
remembered that, at resumption day, the airport area was still

5

comparatively undeveloped.

In a case where the task of assessing compensation comes down to the
evaluation of a chance, it win rarely be possible to demonstrate that an
to ~

particular figure is correct. I certainly cannot do so in this case. I can onI

consider alithe relevant factors and make a judgment about them; a "best

guess" perhaps. Specifically, I must bear in mind the total area of the

resumed roads (32 ha in round figures) and apply the figure of $60,000 to

that number of hectares as expresses my best assessment of the pro ortion

15

of the roads that would eventuaUy have been closed and sold. A Toachin

the matter in this way, Iselectthe figure of 10%. So Imultiply3.2by$60,000

and assess the applicant's compensation in the sum of $192,000.
Orders
20

25

Compensation will be assessed in the sum of $192,000. This figure is less

than the amount advanced by the respondent. So a refund will be necessa
As I have mentioned, the Coriumonwealth filed a cross-darniseekin an
order for the repayment to it of the difference between the advance and the
assessed amount. Ho\\, ever, counselfor the applicant informed me that it

was unnecessary to make an order;if the court assessed the compensation
at a figure less than the advance, his client would cooperate with the
respondent in calculating the appropriate refund and paying that amount.
I accept this assurance. I will not deal with the matter of a refund, exce t

to reserve liberty to apply in case any difficulty arises.
30

35

In relation to costs, the matter is a little complex. The assessed anIOUnt
is more than that on offer to the applicant after 23 September, but it is less
than that available at any earlier stage. I think that the applicant should
have the costs incurred by it between 23 September and the date of this
judgment, together with the costs of preparation for the hearing whencver
incurred. These costs should not include the costs incurred in relation to

Mr Strickland's or Mr Egan's evidence, both of which categories of evidence

were misconceived. Moreover, as the case would have finished comfortabl

in one day, in the absence of this evidence, the applicant's costs should be
taxed upon the basis of a single day's hearing.
40

Order

.(I) The compensation payable to the applicant, the Councilofthe City of

Liverpool, in respect of the acquisition of its land by the respondent, the

Commonwealth of Australia, be assessed in the sum of One hundred and
45 ninety two thousand dollars ($192,000).

(2) The reliefsought in the cross-claim be reserved, with liberty to either

,

party to apply on seven days notice.

(3) The respondent pay to the applicant the costs incurred by it in

connection with the proceeding between23 September I'993 and the dateof

50 these orders, together with the costs of preparation for the trial whenever
occurred; but excluding the costsincurred by the applicant in relation to the
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evidence of NGil John Strickland

to the trialare to bet, ,,, d d 'vinEgan. The costs, ,j, tj, ,
o icitors for the applicant: Rowans.

ICitorfortherespondent:/1491r@/ianG , "
CHARLES BELTZ
SOLICITOR
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